Abstract-Two Link Rigid Manipulator (TLRM) is highly unstable and non-linear system thus its stability is a matter of concern. This paper presents Lagrange-Euler method for deriving the dynamics of TLRM. The uncertain model is considered using LFT. Parametric uncertainty in moment of inertia and co-efficient of friction in the TLRM is considered and uncertainty in actuators. Two different robust control strategies, H ∞ and µ-synthesis are used and compared. Results show that µ-synthesis controller has superior robust performance of the proposed two robust control methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robot manipulators find wide application for dealing with radioactive or bio-hazardous materials or for use in inaccessible places. The existing manipulators shown to be inefficient if there is change in parameters of manipulator or of actuator then controlling the manipulator become a big problem therefore H ∞ and µ-synthesis design techniques are used to synthesize robot controllers. This spurred much research in this area. However an integrated approach in this regard has not been proposed so far.
A dynamic model for flexible manipulator using the Timoshenko beam theory is derived and µ-synthesis control design technique is used to synthesize the robot manipulator [1] . Uncertain system can also be analysed and controlled by the Adaptive control [2] and Robust control [3] , [4] techniques. In order to control the robots a strategy which is derived using Lyapunov's direct method was proposed and the tracking problem of manipulators has been successfully solved but performance decreases when unknown loading masses or model disturbances are introduced [5] . A similar approach using Lyapunov synthesis method is used to minimize the force errors, further a robust adaptive tracking controller is proposed to guarantee the convergence of the trajectory tracking errors of multiple uncertain two-link manipulators [6] .
Robots have received a considerable attention by different research groups. A dynamic model is designed for manipulating a two-rigid-link object applying two cooperative-arms and a PD controller with a disturbance observer to control the object lifting-up motion [7] , although a disturbance observer minimizes the error but parametric uncertainty still needs to deal with. Many research work for trajectory selection [8] and control of rigid-flexible two link [8] , [9] and flexible manipulators have performed well but parameter uncertainty has not been considered so far as TLRM is concerned.
Robustness in control theory means a certain performance is guaranteed against external disturbances and noise [10] . In addition, it is noted that system parametric variation, which is caused by environmental changes or torn-and-worn factors, is an important class of uncertain systems with structured uncertainty [11] . A good approach for solving the problem of robust stability and stabilization is investigated for a class of continuous time uncertain system considering that uncertain system belongs to a polytopic convex set [11] and an electronics circuit is considered for application.
In all the previous research work, reference trajectory control and disturbance rejection of TLRM with parametric uncertainty has not been considered. In this paper, the reference trajectory, disturbance rejection and robust performance using H-infinity and µ-synthesis controllers has been compared. Both controllers show good robust stability. Vol. 5, No. 3, May 2015 torque is applied by the actuator at the manipulator joint. The dynamic equations of the system are derived using Lagrange Euler Formulation. TLRM is shown in Fig. 1 . The parameters for TLRM are given in Table I .
II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING

A. Dynamic Modeling
The serial link modeled by systematically using physical laws of Lagrangian mechanics to develop the manipulator Equations of Motion (EOM). Lagrangian L is defined as the difference between the total kinetic energy K and the total potential energy P of a mechanical system.
The dynamic model based on Lagrange Euler formulation is obtained from the Lagrangian, as a set of equations,
Considering the co Lagrange Euler equation can be modified as:
where =effective inertia, =effective coupling inertia, & =centrifugal and coriolis acceleration forces. Since both joint are revolute, the generalized torques and represent the actual join torques and the following equation represents EOM of the Two-link planar manipulator. 
The The uncertain behavior of the whole system can be described by an upper LFT representation as shown in Fig. 3 .
Thus the open-loop manipulator model is an eight-input and eight-output system. 
C. Open Loop Interconnected System
The structure of the open-loop system is shown in Fig. 4 . The actuators are taken as first order phase-lag model and approximated by input multiplicative uncertainty. The variables pertin and pertout (input and output to G man ) have four elements, and the variables control, dist, e p , e u and y c have two element each. The transfer function matrix W p is performance weight and W u is control weight. The optimized weighting functions are chosen to achieve the best performance of TLRM. W n is weighing function for shaping filter on the measurement noise.
III. ROBUST CONTROLLER DESIGN
A. H ∞ Controller
H ∞ (sub) optimal control law for system interconnection structure is given by the block diagram in Fig. 5 . The H ∞ optimal control minimizes the norm of F L (P, K) over the stabilizing controller transfer matrix K, where P is the transfer function matrix of the augmented system. In the given case F L (P, K) is the nominal closed loop system transfer matrix from the references, disturbances and noises (the signals r, d and  ) to the weighted outputs e y and e u .
The range of is selected between 1.0 and 10.0 with a tolerance 0.001. The closed loop system achieved equal to 0.0005. The block structure P  of uncertainties is defined as
The first block of the matrix P , the uncertainty block   corresponds to the parametric uncertainties modeled in the TLRM. The second block,   is a fictitious uncertainty block, introduced to include the performance objectives in the framework of the µ-approach.
To meet the design objectives a stabilizing controller K is to be found such that, at each frequency , the structured singular value µ satisfies the condition
The progress of the D-K iteration is shown in Table II . It can be seen from the table that after the third iteration the maximum value of µ is equal to 0.996, which indicates that Two link rigid manipulatorb(TLRM) with the controllers are designed in MATLAB and their transient responses and disturbance rejection are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 . Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) The closed-loop system achieves robust performance if the closed loop system already achieved robust stability for all of the possible plants models and performance objective is also satisfied: Fig. 8 clearly shows the Robust stability satisfying the criteria for stability since the maximum value of µ is 0.2821. Fig. 9 clearly shows that the closed-loop system does not achieve robust performance because the maximum value of µ is 1.0034. Hence it is concluded that the designed H ∞ controller leads to good transient response and system stability but at the same time does not ensure good robust performance. Hence, there is need for another controller which improves the transient response and ensures the robust stability as well as robust performance. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the transient response and disturbance rejection of the µ-synthesis controller. The transient response is very fast having settling time for  1 and 2 approximately equals 4.4 sec and 4.8 sec respectively. Moreover peak overshoot is also quite small as compared to H-infinity controller. Thus, overall transient response of the system has been improved. Moreover there is no steady state error in the system. Fig. 12(a) shows the robust stability and robust performance of µ-synthesis controller. Robust stability having maximum value of µ equals 0.1900 thus satisfying the criteria for stability. Fig. 12(b) shows the maximum value of µ in is 0.9936 which is less than 1 thus ensures good robust performance. 
B. µ-Synthesis Controller
the robust performance has been achieved. The final controller obtained is of 26th order.
A. H ∞ Controller
B. µ-Synthesis Controller
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper H-infinity controller and µ-synthesis controllers are successfully designed using MATLAB for two link rigid manipulator (TLRM). Based on the results obtained, both controllers are capable of stabilizing the manipulator very effectively but the transient response in case of H ∞ controller is having a slight longer settling time which is improved when using µ-synthesis controller, but this comes on the cost of disturbance rejection which is slightly poor in µ-synthesis controller. However, the graph of robust performance ensures that µ-synthesis controller has superior performance as compared to H-infinity controller.
